
Sexy sophistication at a price you’ll love





SS52004

SS52014

Cubic zirconia encrusted bling handle with hand loop. Has 
40 supple, vegan falls, that can produce a tickling sensation, 
or a stinging snap.

Traditional shaped satin eye mask ties 
around the head with a supple 
ribbon. Disguises your identity 
yet leaves just enough of your 
eyes exposed allowing your 
partner to guess your innocent 
or evil intent.



SS52081

SS52080

Black silicone plug measures 
2.75” (6.98cm) long and is 
capped with a purple rabbit 
fur tail. Feels as sexy and 
smooth as it looks.

Polished nickel free metal plug is 2.75” 
(6.98cm) in length. The black rabbit fur tail 
adds a ticklish treat and compliments any 
bare backside.



SS52061

SS52060

Smooth 7” (17.78cm) silicone, 10 function 
vibrator focuses on your G spot. This 

perfectly curved vibrating tip tickles and 
stimulates your G-Spot from the inside out. Button controls 
for easy on-off, and multi function selection. Powerful, 2 
AAA battery operated motor. Simply insert batteries (not 
included) and you’re ready to go, no charging necessary.

Smooth 7” (17.78cm)  silicone, 10 
function vibrator is perfectly curved 
with a vibrating tip that will tickle 
and stimulate you from the inside 
out. Button controls for easy 
on-off,  and multi function 
selection. Powerful, 2 AAA 
battery operated motor. 
Simply insert batteries 
(not included) and 
you’re ready to 
go, no charging 
necessary.



SS52001

SS52033

Restraint can be a luxurious experience. 
Feel the gentle caress of the soft and 
inviting fabric of fine lace* as it secures 
around your wrist. These sexy cuffs come 
with black metal buckles and a strong  

12” (30.48cm) black 
metal chain with  

2 clasps.

This 12” (30.48cm) strand of pearls will 
make you feel elegant while the adjustable 
rubber-tipped nipple clips serve as a 
constant reminder that everyone is entitled 
to a little pain with their pleasure.



SS52000

SS52020

The velvety, fine lace* fabric of this strap-on is part of the 
pleasure process as it comfortably hugs your contours 

while keeping your toy securely in place. 4 way adjustable 
harness fits up to 60” (152cm) hips. Look of a g-string with 

the comfort of a jock strap.

Remove the sense of sight and all the other senses 
are heightened. This sexy blindfold has soft, inviting 
fabric of fine lace*, while the double straps provide 
security and comfort.

*Lace embossed fabric is the look 
of lace without the wear and tear.



SS52003

SS52010

The comfortable padded 
collar, made of soft, inviting 

fabric of fine lace*, fits perfectly 
around most any size neck. The 

30 “ (76.2cm) metal linked 
leash serves as a constant 
reminder of who is running 
your fantasy.

For another level of playful romance, 
this gorgeous lightweight 12”  (30.48cm) 
paddle is wrapped with soft and inviting 
fabric of fine lace* and lets you wrap your 
partner around your little finger.

*Lace embossed fabric is the look 
of lace without the wear and tear.



SS52030

SS52011

Covered in a luxurious lacy* fabric, the head 
of this stylish, sleek crop is set off with a lavish 
black corseted ribbon and satin bow. The stem 
is made of a thin yet sturdy rod.  The handle is 
covered at the base with the same lacy fabric.

This 20” (50.8cm) double strand of 
sparkling bling will give you a formal 
feeling while the adjustable rubber-tipped 
nipple clips serve as a constant reminder 
that everyone is entitled to feeling a little 
pain with their pleasure.

SS52002

The sensation of the soft and 
inviting fabric of fine lace* against 
your cheeks excites. You want to 
express your pleasure verbally, but the 
pliable, soft bit forbids it.



SS52032

SS52012

The pair of sparkling teardrop crystals 
at the end of each 18” (45.72cm) 
bejeweled chain look inviting. The only 
tears that will be shed this night will 
be those of unbridled passion. Wear 
as a necklace to entice your partner all 

day long...

A gem-encrusted crown and gleaming 
handle with strands of delicate chain 
give this regal scepter a small, but mighty 
sting. Perfect for temperature play. Heat up 
or cool down the falls for added sensations.



SS52040

SS52031

The rich black beads are pleasing to the eye, and 
the 16.5” (41.91cm) strand reflects even the 
slightest bit of light in the darkest of rooms. To 
see them sparkle and hear the rhythmic rattling 
of the slender chain is an occurrence everyone 
should have, over and over, again.

The soft, black, Marabou feathers 
tickle, taunt and tease. Adorned 
with a black bow, the handle is 
wrapped with delicate satin rope 
and finished with a finger loop.
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